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Mild with a high
of about 64.

Battle in the Mideast

wxwm

Soccer team wins first
home game of the year.

Tensions increase despite
n ew agreement.

Tuesday, September 7, 1993

Student
will plead
not guilty
Eastern
suspends
senior
By CHRIS SEPER
Managing editor

community
of
the
school."
According
to the university's Student Conduct Code,
r easons for
a n in terim
Greg Jackson s u s pension
include all
acts of assault or battery with
a weapon , rape, armed r obbery, arson and "other such
acts as may endanger person
or property."
Jackson's frien ds on campus
have stood behind the E astern
senior , saying t h at h e was
loyal to his fraternity, school
and girlfriend.
Kei th Koh a n zo, judici a l
affairs officer, would not confirm or deny that Jackson was
served with an interim-suspension.
"The university can't confirm or deny any of that
because of federal law," Kohanzo said. "We're prohibited
by law from discussing stu dent disciplinary cases."
In Thursday's grand jury
hearing, prosecutors said
J ackson was waiting in his car
when the shooting took place.
The three had allegedly followed Doyle to her home to
steal the hood of her car. Tyler
had supposedly shot a hole in
the hood of Jackson's car days
before.
When Doyle resisted the
attack, prosecutors said Tyler
and Gray forced her into the
trunk of her own car and
· Tyler shot her in the back of
the head. The three allegedly
drove away in Jackson's car,
which is owned by Jackson's
mother.

The Eastern student indicted for first degree murder will
enter a plea of not guilty at
his arraignment hearing Sept.
17, the student's lawyer said
Friday.
But a l on g with Gr egory
Jackson's
expected n ot guilty
ch. installs new long distance telephone lines on Seventh Street for lllinois
plea
to
charges
of first-degree
phone company Monday afternoon.
mur de r and attempted r obbery in connection with th e
July 3 shooting of a 40-yearold nurse, the Eastern senior
will be appealing a decision by
the university to suspend him.
Stanley Hill, Jackson 's
lawyer, claims the school's
interim-suspension of Jackson
By ROBERT SANCHEZ
City editor
• City may revoke has been made in connection
with the recen t criminal
Joker's
liquor
liinvestigation.
The Charleston City CounJackson, 21, of Country
cil will vote today on an ordi- cense. Page 3
Club Hills, and Chicagoans
nance requiring anyone who
purchases a beer keg or other sible and accountab le fo r Antwon Tyler, 22, and Marcus
ftrit time tbill
large con tainer of alcohol to their kegs but doesn't t arget Gr ay, 16, were indicted Thursday for first-degree murder of
, the Student
obtain a city-issued permit.
house parties.
Sheilah Doyle of Palos Park.
The City Council will meet
afallhoue.
Cougill said police will not
Wa Legialaat 7:30 p.m. in the City randomly check parties to see The three were also indicted
hip CommitCouncil Chambers, 620 J ack- if a keg is registered. But if for armed violen ce and a tarmed robbery.
d Michael J.
son Ave.
police go to party with a keg tempted
"(The suspension) is related
lenn Fundator,
The language of the ordi- because of a noise complaint,
to this incident," Hill said. "It
Bart, Martha
nance indicates the city is they will check for a permit.
is
not becau se of a previous
d Lore Baker
trying to regulate the sale of
Bulk alcohol is defined by
field of 22 applibulk alcohol for more control the ordinance as beer in a incident."
Jackson is free on bond.
fill five vacant
over private parties and "the keg or other container which
During grand jury testimo"tions.
safety and welfare of the pub- requires a tapper and holds
ny
Thursday, it was revealed
the time rolled
lic."
two or more cases' worth of Jackson was serving the interto make a deciMayor Dan Cougill said beer, including Party Balls.
im suspension because he was
as really tough
the ordinance acts as a way
t
Continued
on
Page
2
considered a "threat to the
who we wanted
of making keg-buyers responSenate Speaker
Smith said. "We
t it would be a
let any of these
. We really had
the strategic plan because of the impor- program will be required for graduation
By STEPHANIE CARROLL
urselves ' which
Staff writer
tance of community service, said Lou has not been decided.
tes could most
"There is a lot of interest in volunHencken, vice president for student
1 the senate to
A community service program for stu- affairs.
tarism among students," Jorns said. "It's
el?"'
dents that might function as an intern"(Voluntarism) is something that is an opportunity t.o give students a better
osen five will fill
ship or a graduation requirement is part getting a lot of attention," Hencken said. sense of what the world is really like."
cated by Luke
of Eastem's proposed strategic plan.
Jorns said if the strategic plan is
"There are a number of universities
nn, Matt GiorEastern President David Jorns said developing programs for voluntarism."
approved, he hopes there would be a
vid Switzer, Jenthe voluntarism proposal is still just a
Jorns said he doesn't know whether "more definitive" direction for the volunwalt and David
suggestion and that all details of the the program would be implemented as tarism proposal by the end of the
program have yet to be determined.
an academic course or as a program
.,. Continued on Page 2
The pr ogram was suggested as part of similar to an internship. Whether the

distance repair

Council to vote
on liquor laws

Voluntarism to be considered

The Dall7 Eastern ~e

Open poetry readings resume HoIida
The Charleston Area Arts Council welcomes all poets and
poetry lovers to read and hear poetry tonight when it
resumes its open poetry readings at 7:30 p.m. at the Dudley
House.
Today's scheduled readings will contain themes relating
to September and the summer's Mississippi flooding.
However, the council also welcomes readings of poems on
any theme, whether they are composed by the reader or
just personal favorites.

Open poetry readings are held at the Dudley House, 895
Seventh St., at 7:30 p.m. on the first Tuesday of each
month, September through May, except for January.
For more information, interested persons may contact
Nan Hennings, the director of literature for the Charleston
Area Arts Council, at 345-6690.

- Staff report

FROM PAGE ONE

Council ______________
t From Pagel
According to the ordinance, the purpose of the permits is to control the
noise levels at parties.
The ordinance reads: "... the uncontrolled and unregulated sale of alcohol
in quantity has led to noise and disturbances in the residential areas of ...
Charleston at all hours of the day and
night.
.
" ... it is in the best interest of the citizens of Charleston and necessary to protect the health, safety and welfare of
the public to provide for certain regulations and restrictions on the bulk sale of
alcohol."
Lou Hencken, vice president for student affairs, said keg-buyers will be less

likely to let their parties get out of control if their names are on the kegs.
The permit would be supplied by the
city and must be attached to the keg
before it's tapped.
Anyone buying a keg would have to
supply the following information for the
permit: the buyer's name and permanent address, the buyer's local address
and telephone number, the date and
location of where the alcohol is to be
consumed and the name of the owner
and leaseholders of the property where
the alcohol will be consumed.
Liquor store owners in Charleston
would issue the permits at the time of
purchase at no cost to the buyer or seller. If someone purchases a keg outside

city limits for use within city limits, the
buyer would have to get a permit from
Charleston police.
The fine for using an unregistered
keg is $100. Anyone who removes the
permit from a keg will be fined $200.
Liquor store owners would also be
required to report to police any kegs
that are returned without permits.
Another part of the ordinance is an
amendment to the liquor code which
would impose a 10:30 p.m. curfew on
the sale of bulk alcohol. An individual
would not be permitted to sell any bulk
alcohol after the curfew.
Any liquor store found selling bulk
alcohol after the curfew will be fined
$100.

Senate _____________~
During these years, the beginning of each semester has
Boland. Neumann and seen senate members resign
Giordano resigned to take for a variety of reasons, such
Student Government execu- as time conflicts or as for this
tive positions, and Switzer did fall, failing to meet the
not return to school this fall. semester hours requirement.
Zumwalt resigned and Boland
"That was something we
was removed after both sen- really stressed in the candiate' memoers fdi)ed to meet a date interviews," Smith said.
Student Government consti- "We wanted to make sure
tution required minimum they were going to be commitnumber of semester hours.
ted to staying with the senate.
In past years, the senate
"If any of the people we
has repeatedly had problems selected someday resign, it
with retaining members.
•From Page 1

will completely blow my
mind," Smith said. "But I
can't predict what's going to
happen, of course."
Smith said he can't promise
future resignations and
vacancies in the senate won't
occur, although he admits his
role in selecting senate
replacements does give him a
certain amount of control in
determining the senate's
future.
"I'm not one to make a
power play or twist arms, but

when we get to select replacements as we just did, it definitely does give us a sense of
control over the make-up of
the senate," Smith said. "It
provides those of us in power
with a lot more control than
the regular elections, because
you can't control who runs in
an election.
"The selection process gives
me the power to say to them,
'look, you were specifically
chosen, now perform well and
prove yourself.m

Voluntarism----~~~~~~~" From Page 1

semester.
"It's just something we wrote down,"
Jorns said. "It sounded like a good initiative to put into place. We won't discuss it
much until we've had a chance to talk to
faculty and students."
Joms released his strategic plan about
two weeks ago. The Council on
University Planning and Budget initiated
the plan as an outline of objectives and
goals the university should meet by the
year2000.
Hencken said there are a lot of people

at the university who already do philanthropic projects for the community.
"Voluntarism is not something that's
new here," he said. "The required course
is something to coordinate these efforts
and to make people aware of how they
can help out."
"This is all just a suggestion," Hencken
said. "We're going to take a look
at other universities and see how they
are handling their programs."
Hencken said he didn't know what
courses, if any, would include community
service. If courses need to be developed,
individual departments would suggest

courses and submit their ideas to the
Council on Academic Affairs.
"The way fve been thinking about it,
students could have the opportunity to
spend part of a semester away doing volunteer work," Joma said. "For example, if
you wanted to work in the inner city you could. Of course, this wouldn't apply
to everyone, though."
Jorns said if the program were implemented as one similar to an internship,
students might receive academic credit.
"This is all an opportunity for the spirit
of voluntarism, helping others, to grow
and bloom," Joms said.
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protes
Most people took Labor
as a long weekend, the
big hurrah of summer:
Jeff Trent observed the
of the holiday, man ·
United Mine Workers
picket line at a coal
the heart of Appalachia.
Workers in Rhode
rallied to support efti
unionize hospital wo
Iron ore miners in ·
got a new contract.
For Carl Sharsmith, ·
a day to stop laboring.
The nation's oldest
ranger guided his last
through Tuolumne M
in Yosemite National
Monday before reti ·
the age of 90. A bo
expert on Sierra Nevada
life, Sharsmith bas ·
High Sierra every year
1927, long before such
became fashionable.
"There is nobody
knows what he kno
knows it better," said
Medley, executive ·
the non-profit Yo
Association.
President Clinton
Homestead, Fla., to
dential neighborh
being rebuilt afte
destruction one year
Hurricane Andrew.
Organized labor
president generally
grades in its first
assessment of his a
tion, although it is
everything it can to
Clinton's proposed
American Free Trade
ment.
On the coal mine
line, Trent showed up
Hobet Mining Co.'s No.
in southern West Vi
Logan County.
He is among 17,000
the UMW says are
against members
Bituminous Coal
Association in seven
The strike over job
began May 10.
On the Iron Range
em Minnesota, more
United Steelworkers
to go back to work at
Taconite after a
against the mining

per-·

e
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•All You Can Eat Chili
Tuesday Night $3.99
•Authentic Mexican
& American Cuisine
*Full Bar
*Free Hors D'oeuvres
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City council
delegate still
not chosen
By NATALIE GOTT
Staff writer

''D

Despite promises made
.L>othLuke
early last week, a student
representative to the Char- (Neumann) and I
leston City Council has yet to are very busy. We
be appointed.
Executive Vice President would really like
Shirley Von Bokel said the to get it taken care
position could be filled someof soon, though."
time today.
Last week, Student Body
-Shirley Von Bokel
President Luke Neumann
Executive Vice President
said there would be a city representative by the end of the
week. Neumann was not though."
Each year, the student body
available for comment Monday, but Von Bokel verified president appoints one
Eastern student to represent
the vacancy of the position.
"We have until the first the university at city council
Tuesday of the month to meetings. The representative
make the decision," Von Bokel serves in an advisory role and
is unable to vote on city
said.
The city council will meet issues.
Last year's city council reptonight to vote on liquor-relatresen
ta ti ve, Brett Gerber,
ed ordinances, including an
ordinance requiring anyone missed over half of last
who purchases beer kegs and spring's council meetings and
other large containers of alco- failed to report back to the
hol to obtain a city-iiJsued per- Student Government.
Neumann said Inst week
mit. The law would nlso put a
curfew on bulk alcohol, pro- that steps to assure that the
hibiting its sale after 10:30 position will be filled by someone who will consistently
p.m.
Von Bokel said she has not attend the council meetings
been able to review candidate are being taken.
"I changed the procedure to
applications and is unable to
make sure whoever I select
release
the
names
of
the
Jenkins. a Highland Park resident. plays with a twirly gtg on his grandmother's
goes• to the "l'rleeLing$',r. Neu::
porch Monday afternoon on Fourth street. His father Jerry Jenkins said. Mlt's not applicants.
mann saii:f,, "');'Jwt p,e-,;s9n, will
"Both
Luke
(Neumann)
and
o. but it keeps them occupied."
I are very busy," Von Bokel be required to bring me proof
said. "We would really like to that he or she was there."
get it taken care of soon,

ougill to decide local
's fate by Wednesday Housing director
r Dan Cougill has until Wednesday to
whether the city will revoke Donna
· e Bickers' Class G liquor license for
tavern.
gill, the city's liquor commissioner,
as judge during a hearing Friday to
if Donna and Mike Bickers are in violathe city's liquor codes.
Attorney Brian Bower, who acted as
tor, charged Joker's owners with two
of violating the liquor code: improper
hip of a liquor license and failing to
the city of renovation work.
first part of the first count contends
e corporation H.H. Hootr's, which
Bicker's said she owns, does not curexist. Bower said the corporation was
in November 1989, when Donna and
'ckers were divorced.
said the Class G license for Joker's
ed specifically to H.H. Hootr's, not
Donna Bickers. Because the corporanot exist, he said the liquor license
Muller, Bicker's attorney, said H.H.
was re-formed in August 1990. He
a copy of an annual report issued
state that recognizes H.H. Hootr's as
ting Illinois business.
aecond part of the first count charges
.H. Hootr's no longer owns the real
at 1514 Fourth St. on which Joker's
n located. Under state and city laws,
'cense holders are required to own and
the property the license has been
ley, the city's building zoning officer
that Joker's has been closed at that
since :May 1993. He also said that the

old Joker's location has been leased to
Labamba, a fast-food Mexican restaurant
chain.
"It's like me holding a liquor license to the
real estate of your house," Bower said.
Developer Ralph Menendez, representing
Labamba, testified Mike Bickers leased all
but 600 square feet of the location to
Labamba. He said neither Donna nor Mike
Bickers own any interest in the new restaurant.
Muller said his clients are intent on subleasing the remaining space along with the
Class G license to local businesses.
Mike Bickers testified he has been
approached by a Chinese restaurant owner
and a deli owner. He said he wants to keep the
liquor license so subleaseholders could use it.
Denise Wilhoit, the deli owner, testified she
would be less inclined to sublease the property if the liquor license did not come with it.
She said she wants to serve beer at her establishment.
The second count charges the Bickers of
failing to notify the city's liquor commission of
the renovations for Labamba that are taking
place at 1514 Fourth St.
City Clerk Patsy Lowe testified that
although Labamba obtained a building permit
for the renovation, Bickers never notified the
liquor commission. Finley supported her testimony by showing photographs of signs outside
the old Joker's announcing the opening of
Labamba.
Muller asked Finley if he knew that the
renovation was taking place prior to Aug. 20
(the day the complaint against the Bickers
was filed).
Finley said he did not go inside the building
to see if construction was taking place, but
that the sign announcing the Labamba opening was displayed one month before the complaint was filed.

s~earch @derw~.
llJ'bOIUf l'BRAK

·l-0,000 students.

Admh>Wratton editor

•At most other universities, student.a can't wait to
move off campus after
their freshman year,"
Eberly said. "But here, it's
not surprising for a student to move off eampus
sophomore year and thtn

.;·'

Eastern's residence hall
program is one of the
nation's finest, say some
Eastern officials. That's
why naming the right person this .fall to fill the post
iS a'A important seareh.
~ move back into reside,O:ee,
-<- 1(n).al'le.s Eberly, associ~
ate'profeeeor of' p4ychology
and guidance, is also chairman of the search committee for director of housing
and dining services. Eberly
said Sunday about 30 people have submitted applications for the nationally

~'·bOllS.Ulg junior year!'

· Y~ ~-~
The hoW:1iug pu1:1t ope.n,$<1
this summer when the for.:.
mer director, Lou Hencken.
was promoted to vice presi.·
dent for student affairs.
Eberly said Henclten's
duties have been divvied
up between Kevin Cannon~
advertised position.
act.ing director of food . serThe $e&rch committee iS vice, Patrick Br~dl~y•.
re.vi~wing those applic~.; , U&iStant director of hi>u§-·
tions in hopes of conduct- ing and Mark Shakl~e»
ing on-campus interviews associate director of housO.:
,

sometime in mid-October ing.
or early November.
Shaklee said Sunday he
Eberly said finding the has applied for the posiright director to fill the job tion.
is extremely important for
He said the housing
Eastern to succeed as a director's duties inelude
premier mid-size universi· printing all housing p~bli
t~ .
cations and newslettets.
, '"We have about 5,300 managing housing bµ.4studenta living in our resi- gets, supervising housing
dence halls/' Eberly said. · staffs and overseeing
"That's an outstanding maintenance of all resinumber of students consid- dence halls and Greek and
ering we have only about University Courts.

Funding isn't only a Chicago proble
We've been hearing a lot
"'Where will
now.
about the Chicago school S'flr
But while all of these g
tern lately. We've all seen the
they be when
people do have a legitimate
reports about the financially
high
school
concern, I have to wonder
strapped schools and their ultiflnal1y consoliwhere they've been during
matum to the state governpast few years. Where have
dates wifll
ment - no money equals no
they
been as every year
school.
others and
and more small schools
According to recent reports,
becomes nothing been forced to dose their
the state of lllinols may have to
more than a his- for the last time? Where
provide a $300 million ball-out 8llerry
they been as the majority
torical
before the schools can or will
Sidwell
schools and their students
open their doors this fall.
Southern Illinois have sit
It's an interesting dilemma
farther and farther below the poverty line?
for <$Jv. Jim Edgar and his crew in Springfleld. Do they
Where will they be when my high school fi
give Chicago. which already requires more tax money
and attention than it's probably actually worth. the
solidates with two others and becomes nothing
than a historical footnote?
money It says It needs and risk bankrupting another
I graduated from a small, rural high school with
program or area or do they let the kiddies sit at home
than 100 students In Southern llllnols. It has
and most likely alienate their largest concentrated electorate? The smart money says to bet on Chicago to
to faithfully open on time each year through the
years, despite receiving less and less funding
once again come out on top.
and being virtually Ignored by the state gove
Lest you think this is going to be an anti-Chicago.
The teachers may make less money than their
anti-Chicago schools column, let me quickly say that I
the history textbooks may end with discussion c:J
don't begrudge the Chicago school system anything. I
upcoming 1980 presidential election and the
hope the state does somehow manage to find the neclab may be equipped with the best World War D
essary funds In It's ever-shrinking pockets to open the
nology money can buy. but the school has
schools on time.
The school has been undergoing a gradual
But that said, It's all very touching really. The govertlon process for the last several years. Soon. the
nor Is on 1V frowning with offlda1 concern In that way
that be tell us, Brownstown Community School
that only politicians can do, and the state legislature Is
right there behind him, frowning just as sincerely,
no more than a memory. The much larger North
District School will rise up to take Its place.
showing equal amounts of concern. Teachers and parWhere will all of these concerned people be
ents alike can be found In the pages of most any major
Will they be around to plead for emergency
newspaper. bemoaning what's going to happen to the
save the school? Wiii they be there to console
poor little schoolchildren of Chicago If the whole ugly
munlty after It loses Its common gathering place.
affair lsn·t settled soon.
and only source of pride?
It's enough to make jerry Lewis drop his Labor Day
Somehow I doubt It. Chicago has several ml
guilt-fest with the muscular dystrophy kids to host the
dents; my town has 650.
first-ever Chicago schools telethon. In the continuing
spirit of wjerry's KJds"' the new telethon's poster child
-Sherry Sidwell ls student government editor
will of course be a blind, orphaned crack-baby of Cabrini
regular columnist for 1he lJally Ed.stem News.
Green who will never learn to read or write unless we

my

two

footnnte?'

EDITORIALS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD.
COLUMNS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE AUTHOR.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7. 1993

Students have
chance to talk
back tonight
It is a simple case of put up or shut up.
If students have a problem with the policies
of Mayor Dan Cougill and the rest of the
Charleston City Council, they will have the
opportunity to tell the council about It tonight
when the council meets at 7:30 p.m. in the
----------------council chambers.
If students do not
- - - - - - - - show up, they are forgoing the opportunity to let their voice be
heard by the city.
On the council's agenda is a vote on an ordinance that would give the city more control
over house parties. If passed, the ordinance
would require- anyone who purchases a keg
wltttfn tlJe' city llmlts to get a permit from the
Charleston Police Department.
The permit will have to be attached to the
keg before It can be tapped.
The ordinance would also prohibit the sale of
bulk alcohol after 10:30 p.m., meaning residents cannot buy more than two cases of beer
after that time.
Students have already complained that
many of CougUl's recent policies - an extensive
bar crackdown and a nulsance ordinance - are
anti-student. But this Tuesday would be the flrst
time they could tell the city, as well as the
mayor, their reasons for their discontent.
Cougill has dosed down flve bars for anywhere from three to seven days and indirectly
caused bar-entry ages in some bars to increase.
The nulsance ordinance, which was passed In
July, forbids Indoor furnJture for outdoor use.
AJI these things directly affect students, and
now they have the chance to give their Input to
the council.
Are these policies acceptable for students?
Do students think these policies are wrong,
and completely anti-student? Cougill does
want to hear what students have to say, as long
as it is in an Intelligent and respectable manner.
If students do go to the meeting, they
should conduct themselves respectably.
In the past, students have often complalned
the city does not care about them. Now the
mayor does care, and has taken action that
directly affects them.
Now it's time to tell him what you think.

Editorial

Think

before thou apeakest.

Weaver's actions
show that he is not
a friend of education
Dear Editor:
In a recent artlde r&ckers are
still pushing BOG bill," 8/2A/93),
john Ferak mistakenly asserts that
Rep. Mike Weaver holds tenure at
Eastern. With a M.B.A and an occasional assignment as a part-time
instructor, Weaver would not qualify for tenure at our university were
he to apply for such again.
In Ferak's artlde, furthermore
Weaver reportedly dalms that.
since he and Gov. Edgar are both
from Eastern's region. our university has •typically received adequate
state funding," the Implication
being that Weaver Is In Springfleld
championing Eastern and higher
education, but witness his recent
actions.
I refer members of Eastern·s

Tour turn
community to the WState of llllnols
88th General Assembly House of
Representatives Transcription
Debate" (May 20, 1993), wherein
you will see for yourselves that
Weaver called upon his colleagues
In the House to vote against Senate
Bill 945, a bill for an act appropriating $232,940.500 to Eastern and
four other universities with the
Board of Governors system.
When asked by Speaker McPlke
if he, Weaver. wanted to remove
his name from the bill, as Weaver
was listed as a co-sponsor of the
bill he himself was calling for a negative vote on. Weaver replied: WNo,
I'll be happy to vote against It."
(Weaver was happy also, no doubt,
when he voted against Senate Biii
944, which called for appropriations
to three universities within the

Board of Regents system.)
Supporters of education
not be fooled when they
Weaver named as a
Senate Bill 945. Instead,
to look at the transcript c:J
debate on that bill, and
discover Weaver Is willing
appear to be a sponsor c:J
education funding. but by
actions - his votes - he
himself to be against
Eastern and other univ
This is the way Weaver':
game works: He puts his
a bill he knows will pass,
he wants to be Identified
llcally, but he votes ag
he doesn't actually su
duplicity amounts to a
expedient shell game.
hidden beneath a shell
likened to his credlblllty
porter of higher educa
Illinois.
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Arafat's Gaza Strip deal
may lose Muslim support

Radtre, a senior business major reels in a fish on the
us pond Monday afternoon.

orching case
ow with jury
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
l - A prosecutor held up
e charred tatters of
hristopher Wilson's shirt
onday and described how
black tourist ran screamg in flames after he was
d with gasoline.
"This is a case about the
r of burning flesh," State
mey Harry Lee Coe said
'ng closing arguments in
e trial of two white men
ed of abducting Wilson
New Year's Day and sethim on fire. "This case is
ut men who have no
for human life."
As Coe played to the emoof the jury, a lawyer for
of the defendants urged
rs to set aside their symy and "decide the case on
facts." After nine days of
timony, the jury of five
"tes and one black got the
late Monday afternoon.

Jurors sent Circuit Judge
Donald C. Evans a note after
about 3 hours of deliberations. The contents weren't
disclosed; Evans said he
would address the note
Tuesday morning and he dismissed the panel for the
night.
Evans said earlier he would
delay announcing a verdict
for at least an hour. He didn't
say why.
Wtlson, 32, a stock brokerage clerk from New York City,
suffered burns over nearly 40
percent of his body. He was
abducted as he attempted to
buy a newspaper at a shopping plaza, then forced at
gunpoint to drive to a remote
field where he was showered
with gasoline and burned.
Wilson took the stand last
week to identify Mark Kohut,
27, and Charles Rourk, 33, as
his attackers.

JABALIYA CAMP, Occupied Gaza Strip (AP) - Wall
slogans signed by Islamic
activists scream for Jewish
blood and prayer leaders
espouse the gun as the only
way to achieve a Palestinian
state.
But Islamic activists in
groups like Hamas and
Islamic Jihad appear divided about whether bullets or
just violent words will defeat
the plan to start Palestinian
autonomy in the Gaza Strip
and the West Bank city of
Jericho.
A minority argues that a
guerrilla campaign against
Israel and the PLO is the
only way to destroy the
Jewish state.
The others, while not ruling out guns entirely, think
the limited scope of the plan
combined with the corruption that has long plagued
the PLO will sink Yasser
Arafat in Gaza.
They could then use their
already formidable strength
in the fetid alleyways of the
refugee camps to win at the
ballot box.
"Seven years ago the
Islamic groups had few supporters in Gaza. Now they
have at least 50 percent,"
said Dr. Saud Shawa, a 37year-old veterinarian and
Hamas supporter. "In the
end the only realistic alternative is an Islamic state."
A few scuffles and scattered gunshots are the only
violence to date. But threats
hover everywhere.
Banners say things like
"To the sellers of Palestine:
The bullet that shot at the
heart of Sadat will be shot
at your hearts," referring to
the 1981 assassination of
Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat after he signed a
peace treaty with Israel.
Wall slogans, the Gaza
equivalent of a town crier,
scream: "We don't recognize
Gaza and Jericho and we
will continue slaughtering
the Jews until the last drop
of our blood."
It's in sermons, too.
"The solution will come
through the gun," Dr. Jasi.tn
Muttawa, a pediatrician,
told followers at Ezzedin AlKassem Mosque.
In an interview, Muttawa
said he would rally oppo-

Arafat aims to collect
support for accord
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) Yasser Arafat brought his
campaign to sell the PLOIsraeli peace agreement to
Egypt on Monday after
receiving lukewarm support in Syria.
The agreement calls for
Palestinian self-rule in the
Gaza Strip and the West
Bank town of Jericho - a
small portion of the Arab
land Israel has occupied
since 1967.
Before arriving in Egypt,
the only Arab country that
bas given wholehearted
support to the plan, the
PLO chief picked up endorsements for the accord
from the Gulf Cooperation
Council, a six-nation group
lead by Saudi Arabia.
It called the accord "a
first step toward reaching
a just, lasting and comprehensive settlement to the
Palestinian problem and
the Arab-Israeli conflict."
In Syria, Arafat met for
six hours with President
Hafez Assad, who asked to
study the plan more fully.
The Palestine Liberation
Organization took Assad1s
request as an expression of
support, with reservations.
a PLO official said in
Cairo, speaking on condition of anonytnity:lf Assad's backing materi ali z es, it could help
Arafat secure approval for
the plan from the PLO's
ruling Executive Committee.
Hard-line PLO factions
nents by stressing the plan's
flaws, not violence.
"We will resist fragmenting the Palestinian people,"
he said.
While Israel and the PLO
have agreed on the plan's
details, expected recognition
between Israel and the PLO
is delaying its signing.
Authorities are bracing for
violence both from Islamic
activists and from militant
Jewish nationalists who
think the plan betrays the
biblical vision of Greater
Israel.

based in Damascus are
represented in the ruling
body, and Assad has influence over them, although
he does not control them.
The PLO Executive
Committee meeting could
begin this week.
Israel has already
approved the deal.
Radical Palestinian
groups and even members
of Arafat's own faction
have said the agreement
contains no guarantees for
a Palestinian state and
avoids dealing with the
status of Jerusalem, Israeli
settlements and the 3.5
million Palestinian refugees who live outside the
occupied territories.
Muslim fundamentalist
groups oppose any deal
with Israel.
After Arafat's visit to
Damascus, Syrian Foreign
Minister Farouk al-Sharaa
went to Lebanon, apparently to try to soften
Lebanese outrage over the
PLO's separate deal with
Israel. Israel was exchanging mortar fire with
Lebanese militias less than
a week ago.
Sources at the headquar·
ters of the Popular Front
for the Liberation of
P.alestig ltl\d 1t$! U~n:ip!
cratic Front for tlie 'Liberation of Palestine - the two
largest groups in the PLO
after Arafat's Fatah faction
- said they rejected
Arafat's request for meetings in Damascus.
Arab rejectionists attack
the delay in discussing the
status of Jerusalem, whose
eastern, Arab sector fell to
Israel in the 1967 Middle
East war. They want it as
their capital because it contains Al-Aqsa Mosque, the
third holiest in the faith,
and key secular institutions.
Muttawa said about 10
percent of the Islamic leaders preach violence, with an
unwritten consensus among
90 percent that mosque rallies were enough to educate
people against the plan.
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SPRINGFIELD (AP) Illinois lawmakers - both
Democrats and Republicans expressed anger Monday over
the Chicago Board of Education's decision to delay the
first day of school by almost a
week.
Urged by board members
and Superintendent Argie
Johnson, the Legislature met
in special session last week
and paved the way for the
financially troubled district to
open on time by waiving a law
barring schools from opening
without a balanced budget.
The system has a $298 million deficit.
But the legislative action
also imposed a hiring freeze
that meant 7 ,000 empty positions could not be filled.
Johnson said many classrooms would not have teachers nnd security would be
inadequate.
The board voted unanimou.sly Sunday to delay the
first day from Wednesday
until at least Sept. 14 for the
system's 411,000 students.
"I think they (the board)
acted in bad faith," said Sen.
Penny Severn:>. D-Decatur.
Rep. Bill Black, R-Danville,
said the delay would only
e~acerbate a sensitive prob1mn Mt61I,\f iffa'ke-r51 w ltose
o'1rn schoo11:i1'tnCt8i.Jso Have
financial problems. Seven districts in the Danville area did
not have teacher contracts
Monday, Black said.
"We're down here wrestling
with our own problems,"
Black said. "We have (released) teachers, increased
class sizes and cut programs
to a point we can't cut any
more. But we're struggling
through ourselves - it would
never occur to my school
superintendent to ask for a
special session."
In Chicago, meantime,
negotiators for the school
board and teachers union continued contract talks. Both
sides agreed on five 50minute classes instead of five
40-minute classes, said union
spokeswoman Gail Purkey.
"We don't know details of
how it (the day) is structured,"
she said. "All of those details
will be flushed out when the
entire contract is done."
Legislative leaders and
Gov. Jim Edgar will also hold
talks on restoring financial
health to the system. They
are scheduled to meet Tuesday.
On Thursday, the Legislature will reconvene to discuss
and vote on any plans that
surface, such as Chicago Mayor Richard M. Daley's plan to
use a combination of borrowing and union concessions to
cover the deficit.
The school board's decision
to postpone the first day of
school, however, could make
any compromise a tough ~ell.
Sen. Vincent Demuzio, DCarlinville, said Democrats
and Republicans alike are
going to be furious with the
board's action.
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EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA
Congratulations New Actives

! Carrie Braga

Michelle Gray

.Michelle Poskonka

Jennifer Szemiot

E

Joy Calbert

Teresa Johnson

Lori Schultz

Christine Zapel

A

Stephanie Carroll

Melanie McClain

Leah Schuman

Kim Zien ta pski

E Angie Churchill

Sharon McKee

Bethany Seagren

Stacey Pfingsten

Denise Correll

Tammi Munin

Jenny Schafer

Judy Goering

Christine Phillips

Abbi Slife

:r.
L

A

~ Debbie Foote
A

E
L

Come and Tune into ESA Tuesday, September 7
Inforn1ational Meeting at 6:00 pm
Phipps Lecture I-Iall in Science Building
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ore heads administration
o change government
WASHINGTON (AP) President Al Gore said
onday the administran's "rock 'em, sock 'em,
ake 'em up" plan to
ge the federal bureaucy will make the governnt work better and cost
Government as it exists is
iling the American peo" Gore said.
The vice president, point
n on the proposal to
e sweeping changes in
federal government, will
eil the blueprint in a
esday morning White
use ceremony with
sident Clinton at his
he White House estites savings at $108 bil-

over five years, accordto administration offiwho spoke on condition
onymity. Slightly more
half the proposals
"re congressional approThe plan would eventupu t 252,000 federal
oyees out of work, their
·ces no longer needed in
streamlined government
'sioned by the White

the American people.n
Some key recommendations would:
• Cut wasteful and
duplicative programs. Examples: merge the law enforcement functions of the
federal work force by 12 per- Drug Enforcement Admincent, bringing it below the 2 istration with the FBI; close
million mark for the first dozens of Department of
time since 1966.
Agriculture field offices;
Layoffs, although not eliminate the Food Safety
expected, are possible, Gore and Inspection Service by
said. The White House plans consolidating all food safety
to offer displaced workers responsibilities under the
buyouts, early retirements, Food and Drug Admintransfers and training for istration.
other public and private sec• Treat taxpayers like
tor jobs.
customers. Example: Allow
"I think that the ground people to pay truces by credit
has shifted and many who card.
are traditionally cynical
• Get more technology
about the prospect for sys- involved in government
tem changes are going to be operations. Example: Study
surprised by the amount of how to extend electronic
support for rock 'em, sock mail to every agency and to
'em, shake 'em up, sweeping every employee.
changes of this kind," Gore
• Cut "pork barrel" prosaid in an interview with jects. Example: Urge CongThe Associated Press.
ress to reduce the number of
"That's what the Amer- restrictions it puts on agenican people want and the cies. These often are
American people are dead designed to ensure that
right in wanting it. This money "flows to favored progovernment has grown grams and hometown prostale, wasteful, inefficient, jects," a draft of the report
bureaucratic and is failing says.

sbian mother battles
andmother for custody

Phi Gamma Nu
Professional Business Fraternity

Fall Rush '93
"Clearly the Best Choice"
Sept. 7 Sept. 8 Sept. 9 -

6:00pm CH Auditorium
Meet the Actives - Formal
6:00pm CH Auditorium
Speaker - Dean lvarie - Formal
9:00pm Pizza Party - Informal
6:00pm CH Auditorium
Final Night - Formal
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Top 40 Country Video Night
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question is whether a parent should be
· ed because of sexual orientation or
• said Donald Butler, Sharon Bottoms'
"We don't think the law should allow
t.o lose a child on that basis."
erent answer to the question Butler
es from Anne Kincaid, spokeswoman
Family Foundation, a conservative
group that says it has 30,000 mem-

a

discrimination based on sexual orienor is it child protection based on the

Jerry's
Plzza~Pub
introduces

You Can Eat Buffet

theJUNCTION
Union Bowling Lanes & Rec. Area
The Junction offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling,
6 billiard tables, video & pinball, and camping equipment rental.
Anyone interested in joining a league this fall should stop by the Junction
in the Union or call 581-3616.
The cost per week is only $3.00 plus shoe rental (.35).
LEAGUE TIMES ...
6:30 p.m. & 9 p.m...............................Monday Night COED
6:30 p.m. & 9 p.m................................Tuesday Night COED
4:30 p.m..............................................Peterson Point {lndv.) Wed.*
7:00 p.m...............................................Wednesday Night Men

featuring

·Salad Bar
• Garlic Bread
plus tax

Every Tuesday 5 - 9 pm

ChUdren 10 &. under eat for $2
in store special

Soft drink each time you purchase
a sandwich & fries

~

a highly unusual custody battle because
a nonparent against a mother whose
eged parental shortcoming has been
preference. A trial is scheduled for
in Henrico County Circuit Court.
Bottoms, 23, lives with her partner,
Id April Wade. Kay Bottoms, 42, conthat fact makes her daughter unfit to be

$3.99

Student ;4pp~eclatlo11 Ca~d
* Entitles you to a free 20 oz.

mother's sexual behavior?" she said. "It looks H
RestaUJ~ ~qrts Bar,
like there would be a compelling state interest
&. Banquet fadflty
to protect the child....
"It's important to note the difference
between sexual orientation and sexual behavior," Kincaid added. "Historically, society views
Country Karaoke 7-9 pm
homosexuality as immoral behavior, and that's t:
Line
Dancing Coming Soon!
always been a criteria for removing a child
from the home."
Lunch: Stuffed Tomato 53.so
Abby Abinanti, legal director for the
Stix Burger $2.!0
National Center for Lesbian Rights in San
Dinner:
Deluxe Steak Sandwich $2·95
Francisco, said she knows of no other case H
20 oz. Miller Lite & MDG $1.so
quite like this one.
"There have been cases where a child was
Make reservations for your private
raised by two lesbians, the birth mother dies
parties in our new banquet facility!
and the partner is challenged for custody," she
said. "The courts have struggled with that and
Pool $1.25
have come out with different rulings."
~·
Never A Cover!
Usually, she said, the person seeking cus- H
19
to enter; 21to drink
tody is the other parent. In Bottoms' case, the
H
ID-drivers license
H
father and ex-husband is not involved.
Henrico County juvenile court Judge ~x::::::xxxx:::x:xxxxx:xxxxx:xxxxxx::xx:xxxxxxxx~
William G. Boice awarded custody of Tyler
Doustou to the boy's grandmother last March,
relying on a 1985 Virginia Supreme Court ruling that said a parent's homosexuality is a
legitimate reason for losing custody.

are closely watching a potential landcase in Virginia, where a judge this week
nsider whether a woman may retain
y of her lesbian daughter's 2-year-old

only
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a

CHMOND, Va. (AP) - Gay rights advo-
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Conservative Christians Inhalant usage u
battle for control of GOP among teenagers
WEST CHESTER, Pa. (AP)
- Jim Hanak was elected last
year to the Chester County
Republican Committee, one of
those obscure party posts that
often draw little interest but
can carry a big voice in
recruiting and endorsing candidates for local offices.
A soft-spoken man with
passionate politics, he represents a growing force that is
splitting the personality of
local Republican politics
across the United States.
Hanak is also state director
for the American Family
Ministries, a conservative,
anti-abortion group. His dual
roles represent an evolving
nightmare to moderate Republicans: the quiet takeover
of local GOP organizations by
religious activists they view
as obsessed with abortion and
homosexuality and intolerant
of those who don't share their
views.
"These people are zealots,"
argues Ellen Harley, a state
representative from suburban
Philadelphia. "They want to

impose their idea of God and
their idea of values and push
the social issues to the fore.
That has never been what
Republicans are about. A
political party should not be
about the business of trying to
define God."
It's a festering feud that
belies all the recent talk of
Republican unity against
President Clinton's tax increases. Unity over economic
issues only masks the GOP's
deep cultural divide.
"It is not going to go away,"
Republican National Committee member Elsie Hillman
says of the split. "We just have
to deal with it."
Because of their strength at
local levels, religious conservatives now control or have
significant influence over
Republican parties in at least
18 states: Alaska, California,
Colorado, Florida, Georgia,
Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota, North Carolin a, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
Texas, Washington and Vir-

ginia.
Since 1988, when religious
broadcaster Pat Robertson
showed surprising strength in
GOP presidential caucuses,
Christian activists have realized the influence of low-level
party posts, and the ease with
which these positions can be
won because of low interest.
"I could have been a Nazi or
a communist and still have
gotten elected," Hanak said
last year after his election to
the county GOP committee.
While the Republican
National Committee and most
state GOP committees remain
in the hands of "party regulars," local strength gives
Christian activists power to
endorse candidates for school
boards, county commissions
and state legislatures.
Christian political leaders
deny any attempt to control
the GOP, notwithstanding
Robertson's 1991 pledge to
have "a working majority of
the Republican Party in the
hands of pro-family Christians by 1996."

ENGLEWOOD, Colo.
(AP) - When Ryan Link
came home after a night
out with his friends, it
wasn't smoke or alcohol his
parents smelled on his
breath - it was gasoline.
Ryan, 17, was a "huffer"
- someone who inhales
fumes from gasoline, hairspray, butane, or any number of household products
to get a cheap high.
When Ryan's parents
sought help, their minister
advised them to "make
light of" their son's substance abuse. The family
doctor and the high school
counselor didn't know how
to handle Ryan's problem,
and other parents thought
the Links made too much
of it.
Parents and educators
often dismiss the dangers
of huffing, despite its
prevalence, its increasing
popularity among teens
and its potential deadliness, said Catherine

Macintyre, the director
the International Insti
for Inhalant Abuse i
Englewood.
Nearly one-fifth
American high scho
seniors have tried to g
high from some kind
inhalant, according to
1991 study by the Natio
Institute on Drug Ab
Inhalants rank fourth
popularity among sch
children, behind alcoh
tobacco and marijuana,
ahead of LSD and
·
Of Colorado eighthers, 21 percent reported
ing inhalants at least o
in their lifetimes, acco
to a survey. Inhalants
also the drug of choice
eighth-graders across
country, according to
University of Michig
study released this sp ·
Inhalant institute o
cials say huffing is a
tive to juveniles beca
is cheap and the prod
themselves are legal.
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~~ORK FOR YOU!

Press here for a great
data processing caree~.
The right time. The right place. Blue chip. Green light. State Farm
is one of Americas leading insurState Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data ance companies. T,llrough innoprocessing, computer science or 'vative marketing and a proud
math background, there may be service tradition it has become
a very special career opportunity the nation's leading auto and
waiting for You in one of the larg- homeowners insurer, and one of
the top life insurance companies
est corporate data processing
in the country.
facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditYou'll receive expert training.
You11 work on state-of-the-art data
ing jobs open, too.

processing equipment. You11 go

as far and as fast as you can.
You couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.
Contact your campus
Placement Director about
State Fann today.
Or write Daryl Watson, Assistart
Director, Home Office Personnel
Relations, One State Farm Plaza,
Bloomington, Illinois 61710.

occer team wins home opener
Eastern soccer coach Cizo
osnia says his team's goalie
tuation appears to be set- at least for now.
The Panthers evened their
rd at 1-1 Monday with a
win over Oral Roberts at
eside Field. That victory
me on the heels of a 4-3
at Western Kentucky in
ble-overtime Saturday.
Brian Ritschel, the startg keeper in each of
stern's first two games,
rded Monday's shutout,
· g five saves on 10 Oral
rts shots.
~rian's

a good goalkeeper.

uldn't fault him for any'ng that last game,"
nia said in reference to
tschel's effort against
stern Kentucky. "Right
, he's our man."
In Monday's game, East's scoring came from three
erent players, and Jim
kness earned player of
game honors by dishing
assists on all of them.
ve Van Dyke found the
JEFF CUILER/ Assoc. photo editor
Senior juUback Vinko Kucinic tries to clear the ball with two Oral Roberts in pursuit during the Panthers' 3-0 win Monday
Continued on Page 3B
at Eastem's Lakeside Field. The win brought the Panthers' record to 1-1 on the season.

dy Panthers Hawkins wins conference
ff to 1 ~s start honor for defensive play
re are not a lot of positha t can come out of
off the season 1-3.
even though the Eastvolleyball team did so by
bing fourth in the
versity of San Diego
te, the Lady Panthers
rt ready to give up.
at season the Lady
ers started the season
sing six of their first
matches before re. g to go 22-5 the rest of
on and finish second
Mid-Continent Conm, which did not win
until its fourth match,

· got off t.o slow start
n by losing its first
matches.
bright spot of the t.ourt came in Saturday's
against Texas-San
·o. The Lady Panthers
out quickly for a 15-5,
vict.ory.

game, junior Kaaryn
put down 26 kills, the
-highest single-game
Eastern hist.ory. The
for si.ngl~game kills is
Diane Krut.o who had
'nst Wisconsin-Milin 1990.
Amy Van Eekeran,
the team in assists
son, dished out a
45 assists.
y Panthers kicked
season on Friday
by losing 15-9, 15-12,
Northern Iowa.
all-conference pick
ub led the Lady
with 13 kills and

senior Shannon Casey
had 19 assists.
On Friday
evening,
Eastern lost
to
Weber
State 15-11,
15-13, 15-9.
Sadler paced Kim Traub
the
Lady
Panthers with 16 kills while

freshman Jennifer Damon
added 11. Van Eekeren led
the t.eam with 34 assists.
The tournament continued
Saturday morning and Eastern was downed again, this
time by host San Diego. The
Lady Panthers lost 15-7, 15-7,
15-10.
"In each of the losses, the
problem we had was giving up
seven or eight points at the
beginning of each game, then
having to make a gallant
comeback. It just wasn't
enough," Eastern coach Betty
Ralston said. "But hopefully
out of this we found out who
can play."
The tournament was won
by the University of San
Diego, which went 4-0.
The Lady Panthers stayed
in California to play California-Irvine on Monday, but
the results of the match were
not available in time for print.
Eastern now prepares for
its home-opener on Wednesday against DePaul. It is
scheduled t.o start at 7 p.m. in
McAfeeGym.
- Staff report

A big part in Eastern's
openin g 34-17 win ov er
Murray State las t Thursday was the performance of
the Panther defense.
Senior Shavez Hawkins,
who led the Panthers with
14 tackles and three quarterback sacks, was recognized as the Gateway
Conference's Defensive
Player of the Week for his
performance against the
Racers.
Hawkins, a preseason
All-Gateway pick from
Richton Park, had seven
solo tackles and a tackle
for a loSB. Illinois State's

Panthers 27-10 on Saturday.
Eastern, 34-17 winners
over Murray State last
Thursday, travel Saturday
to Louisana to play McNeese in a non-conference
game. The Cowboys held
Northern Iowa to 28 yards

this week when the Sycamores travel to Minnesota
for a game against the Big
10s Gophers.
• While Illinois State
relied on freshman t.o carry
it to a win Saturday, Southwest Missouri State rode
efforts of a transfer quarterback to victory. Phil
Johnson, who transferred
to Southwest from the
University of Missouri during the summer, rushed for
92 yards and a pair of
touchdowns as the Bears
defeated state-rival Southeast Missouri 24-10.
Johnson threw for 145

Cameron Smith, a true rushing on 34 carries and yards on 13·of-20 passing
freshman who rushed for
189 yarda in a win over
Tenneaaee Tech, was
named the Gateway's Offeuive PJa,er al t.lle Week.
Southwe•t
KiUouri'a
Davicl Dow WU ~wl
as tlie ~a Qffebmve
Lineman of~ Wm and
Illinoia State rr...-an
punter/kicker Todd 'ltun
waa tile, Special Team•
Player of tlae Week.
is about to

es.-pw' aa what Northern

picked off Northern quarterback Kurt Warner three
times.
McNeeae. which was
ranked No. 7 in Division 1AA last week, piled up
more than 200 yards on the
ground with reserve tailback Bryan Foster getting
92 yards and starting tailback Henry Fields adcling
76. Wamer did throw for
313 yards for Northern
Iowa. b8t two of ma interceptions led to McNeese

aeaaon pick to win the
Gat.eway Gd IJurth ranbcl
team in Division I-AA,
turned the ball over six
times and lost its season
opener for the first time
since 1989 when McNeeae
State defeated the purple

• The road probably
can't get any longer for
Indiana State. The Sycamores dropped their 10th
straight road game Saturday at Division I Air Force
63-21. It doesn't get any
easier for Indiana State

•'4:tH.ra

Iowa •Jt~ past week- scores.
en.L
Northern Iowa plays at
Nortbem Iowa. the pre- Wyoming thia week.

in bis first game as a Bear.
Southwest, which was
ranked No. 17 in the Division I-AA poll laet week,
plays at Division I Oklahoma State this week.
• The Gateway's third
ranked team, Western
Dlinois, ran int.o trouble in
its home opener. The
L4tathernecka, who were
ranked No. 24, lost to
Montana State 29-1& and
819 U8UreCl of dropping out
of the Top 215 this week.
After a week off, Western
will play its nest three
games on the road, where
it was 1-3 last year.
• Southern Illinois,
which was idle last week·
end, opena its season this
Saturday when it hosts
Washburn College.

-Compikd by Don O'Brien
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Sox brawlin' in 3-1 loss

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
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Toronto
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New York

73 60
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Detroit
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Milwaukee
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
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70 66
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Pct
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.623

3
526 16.5

.515
.486
.384
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l10
M

7.3

22
36

:J-7
S.5
S.5
5-5

35.5

4-6

18

Streak

Home Away
44-26
#25

Won1 45·22
Lost 1 42·27
Won2 39-33
Won 11 37.29
lost1 37-31
Lost1
loSt4

33-32
33-37

3G-40
29-39 24-46
28·38 25!46

AMERICAN LEAGUE

CIDCAGO (AP) - Rob Deer hit two home
The Yankees have been tied for first place
runs, including a tie-breaking shot in the sev- times this season, but have never had sole
enth inning, as the Boston Red Sox beat Jack session of the top spot.
Palmeiro, who drove in four runs, now has
McDowell and the Chicago White Sox 3-1
Monday night in a game delayed by a bench- homers and 93 RBis.
clearing brawl.
He is eligible to become a free agent after
The Red Sox snapped a five-game losing season.
streak, while first-place Chicago lost for only
Brewers 3, Royals 2
the second time in 10 games.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Seldom·
Deer entered the game in a 1-for-23 slump,
but had three hits and scored all of Boston's Matt Mieske singled in the winning run
Pat Listach hit his first homer in a mont.b
runs.
McDowell (21-8) lost for only the second time the Milwaukee Brewers beat the Kansas
in bis last 11 decisions, giving up three runs on Royals 3-2 Monday.
Mieske, hitting .194 on 6-for-31 with
10 bits. McDowell was ejected after Deer hit his
second homer of the game with one out in the RBis, knocked in the winning run in the
ninth for arguing a previous pitch during the enth off Greg Cadaret (1-1), who had re·
Mike Magnante.
at-bat.
In more controversy, George Bell was ejected
Orioles 5, Mariners 1
in the second inning when he charged Red Sox
BALTIMORE (AP) - Jack Voigt and
rookie starter Aaron Sele after being hit by a
Devereaux each hit home runs as the Bal ·
pitch.
beat Seattle, extending their winning
Rangers 8, Yankees 3
eight and moving within two games of
ARLINGTON, Tuxas (AP> - Rafael Palmeiro place in the AL East.
Starter Ben McDonald (11-11) allowed
hit two home runs, just missing two more, as
the Texas Rangers beat New York 8-5 Monday hits in 7 1-3 innings and won for these
night to knock the Yankees out of a first-place time in his last 12 starts. Alan Mills pitched
final 1 2-3 innings for his second save.
tie with Turonto in the AL Easl

Giants expand West lea
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Scott Sanderson pitched six
shutout innings Monday in
San Francisco's 4-1 victory
over the Pittsburgh Pirates
as the Giants returned home
trying to hold on in the NL
West.
Sanderson (3-1), who has
won his last three starts with
the Giants after 10 straight
losses, mostly with California, retired 12 of the 13 batters after the second inning.
He allowed two hits, struck
out four and walked one. Rod
Beck pitched the ninth for
his 4lst save.

Dodgers 2, Braves 1
·~

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Late <James Not. Included
Houston 7, New York 1
Montreal 4, Colorado 3
San Francisco 4, Pittsburgh l
Chicago 7, Philadelphia 6
Los Angeles Z Atlanta 1
Florida at San Diego (n)
""
Otily Games Schedukd

LOS ANGELES (AP) The Atlanta Braves took a
rare step backward in their
pursuit of San Francisco, losing a tense 2-1 decision to
the Los Angeles Dodgers.
Brett Butler's RBI groundou t with the bases loaded
and one out in the ninth gave
the Dodgel'.s the victory.
The loss snapped a fourgame winning streak for the
Braves and was only their
fifth defeat in their last 26

games. The Braves dropped
3.5 games behind San Francisco in the NL West.
Pedro Martinez (10-3),
who shut out Atlanta over
the last two innings, got the
win.

Cubs 7, Phillies 6

in the eighth inning to
for the 10th time i
games.
Tim Scott (5-2) pitched
inning for the win des
allowing Dante Biche
21st home run, which
Colorado a 3-2 lead in
eighth. John Wetteland
three outs for his 34th sa
Andres Galarraga hit
19th homer and singled
four at-bats to increase
average to .371. He is 105
bats shy of the necessary
plate appearances to q
for the NL batting title.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) Chicago hit three consecutive
home runs in the sixth
inning - including Willie
Wilson's first homer since
1990 - as the Cubs beat the
Philadelphia Phillies 7-6 for
their fourth straight victory.
Leading 4-2 entering the
sixth, the Cubs exploded off
Astros 7, Mets 2
reliever Roger Mason with
HOUSTON (AP)_ L
one out. Steve Buechele hit
his 13th homer, Wilson fol- Gonzalez hit a careerlowed with another blast, 14th homer and tied a
and Steve Lake connected for high with five RBis
his fifth of the season. The Houston's Pete Harn'
last time the Cubs hit three pitched four-hit ball o
out in a row was May 17, seven innings for his c
1977. It was Wilson's first best 13th victory.
Gonzalez hit a two·
homer since Aug. 24, 1990
double in the sixth off
Expos 4, Rockies 3
Schourek and a threeMONTREAL (AP ) - homer in the eighth
Marquis Grissom singled Mauro Gozzo.
home the winning run as
Harnisch (13-8) st
Montreal rallied for two runs five and walked three.

NEIL SIMON'S

UNIVERSllY THEATRE
Presents

Neil Simon's Comedy

BROADWAY BOUND
8:00 p.m. Sept. 8,9,10,11
2:00 p.m. Sept. 12
on the Mainstage
Doudna Fine Arts Center
Adults $6; Seniors $5; EIC Students $3
Call 581-3110
for
Ticket Inforn1ation and Reseivations

L----------.J L-------
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Golfers ready for opener
The Eastern golf team will
begin its fall season today when it
hosts the EIU Invitational starting at noon at Indian Trails Buck
Grove Golf Course in Mattoon.
It will be the Panthers' only
home competition of the fall season as 17 other teams from
around the Midwest will compete.
Some teams slated to compete
are Southeast Missouri State,
Xavier and Bradley. Competing
from the Mid-Continent Conference will be Western Illinois
and Wisconsin-Green Bay.
"We're playing two squads, and
I hope to get our team a lot of
experience right off the bat,"
Eastern coach Paul Lueken said.
"It will help us see where we are.
We have a lot of tournaments
coming up and we need to see who
is tournament ready."
The invitational will be a oneday, 18-hole competition.
The Panthers' next competition
will be the 36-hole Southeast
Missouri State Intercollegiate
Golf Tournament in Jackson, Mo.,
on Friday and Saturday. Eastern
then plays two different tournaments in two days- Sept. 14 in
Evansville, Ind., and Sept. 15 in
Indianapolis.
Eastern's entire team is made
up of juniors and seniors. Lueken
said senior Jamie Reid and junior
John Armstrong have been two of
the most consistent golfers in
practice so far. He also said junior
transfers Todd Nurnberger and
Mike Zedrick have added some
depth.
"With all the returning golfers,
everybody should be ready to go,"
ANDREW VERCOUTEREN/Senior photographer Lueken said.
r John Armstrong talces a swing at a team prac·
in Mattoon on Friday.

- Staff report

an Eastern keep rolling?
ning game win over
y State mean?
• It gave the Panthers
· third victory in a row
back to season-ending
s last year against
em Iowa and Western
tucky.
•It gave the Panthers
first road win since the
ing game of the 1992 Don
. n when they downed O'Brien
Peay.
• It means that they won't
the season 0-3.
task for the Panthers over the next two
is a tough one. They must get ready for
tare the two toughest games on their
ule, road games against nationally
McNeese State and Division I-A Navy.
Panthers may have to counL their moral
es in both of these games, because wineither one of the games on the scoreboard
be difficult.
eese State, who the Panthers take on at
Saturday, is coming off a 27-10 whipof Gateway Conference favorite Northern
The purple Panthers turned the ball
six times. The McNeese defense, which is
by All-American linebacker Terry Irving,
off three Northern Iowa passes and
three more fumbles.

So the Eastern offensive line, which was
impressive last Thursday and opened holes
wide enough for trucks to drive through, will
have to duplicate that performance this week
if quarterback Jeff Thome and the Eastern
backfield aren't to suffer the same fate as the
Northern Iowa backfield. If the Panthers can
hold onto the ball, they might be in business.
Northern Iowa did outgain McNeese on
offense, but it was because of McNeese's
defense that the Cowboys were able to come
away victors. Another big game by one of the
Panthers' running backs, like the 172-yard
performance Willie High had last week, would
help open up the passing game and make the
McNeese defense work that much harder.
The next week, Eastern isn't taking on a
national power, but since Navy is a Division IA school, it has more scholarships to dish out
than Division I-AA Eastern does. So the talent
on Navy's roster will run a little deeper than it
will on Eastem's.
Many of these Panthers know how to win
big games though. To start their current winning streak, the Panthers knocked off
Northern Iowa, which was ranked No. 1 in the
nation at the time. So while I'm not counting
the Panthers out of picking up a win, especially against McNeese State, I'm not holding my
breath either.
- Don O'Brien is the editorial page editor for
The Daily Eastern News.
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lluge MINI·MADNESS SALE
Safe! ALL DAY & NIGHT 'TIL IOPM
20°/o
off

200/o
ff
0 ·

9AM: • 6PM:
ENTIRE STORE

Nike
Reebok
Adidas
Sau cony

(unless olhenvise
marked)

SHOES
20°/o
off

Avia
Converse
Adidas

(unless otherwise marked)
College&:.
PRO-TEAM
APPAREL

Cowboys
Bears
Falcons
Hornets
Bulls

20°/o
off

Jackets
Shorts
T-Shirts
Sweatshirts
Sew-ons

Sweatshirts
Shorts

HATS
Jackets
T-Shirts
Sweatshirts

EIU

20°/o

off

RUSSELL
ATHLETIC

SPORTING 50/50 ~ 100°/o
Cotton
GOODS
SHORTS
Basketballs -

Footballs - Baseball Soccer

25°/o off
(Entire Stock)

1/3
off

50°/o off
Huge
Quanfities

8PM: • IOPM
ENTIRE STORE
1u11less olllcrwisc
marked l

Nike
Select Reebok
Adidas
Saucony
Avia

RUSSELL
BRANDED
APPAREL

1/3
off

SHOES
33°/o off
(unless otherwise
marked)

RUSSELL
Sweatshirts &
Pants

off
50°/o off 1/3
2-Hours Only
T's&. TANKS

• From Page lB

JUSt seven minutes into
game for the only goal
Panthers would need.
Dyke took the feed from
ess, cut to the right
his defender and scored
the grasp of a diving
Clingerman for a 1-0
lead.
Ospina's goal with
remaining in the first

half put the Panthers up 2-0 Tighe's scoring explosion. "I
and earned Harkness his sec- knew he was capable of doing
this. I think it's built his conond assist of the game.
Brad McTighe provided fidence a lot."
Mosnia said he was glad
Eastern with another insurance tally late in the game. his team's first win of the
His goal with 5:14 left was season came in its first home
his third of the young season game.
and closed the scoring in the
"I've been in this type of
game.
situation before," Mosnia
"I told him once it started said. "It feels good to win. It
raining, it would pour for kind of gets the monkey off
him," Mosnia said of Mc- your back."

SWIMSUITS PKO-TEAM
Citrus & OP
lt COLLEGE
ONLY!

50°/o
off

Shorts
T-Shirts - Hats Sweats

33°/o off

Montana
• •
Injury
nothing
•
senous
KANSAS CITY, Mo. <AP> More than a few hearts
skipped a beat when Joe
Montana was escorted to the
X-ray machine with a wounded throwing band.
Hearts like that of Kansas
City Chiefs president Carl
Peterson.
The man who probably
took this season's biggest
NFL gamble when he traded
for Montana and signed him
to a three-year contract.
,.
Hearts like Paul Hackett's,
the Chiefs offensive coordinator who was watching from
the press box. Hearts like
coach Marty Schottenheimer's who has pinned his
Super Bowl hopes on that
wrist.
"I tried not to overreact
until I heard," Hackett said
after Kansas City and
Montana opened the season
with a 27-3 victory over
Tampa Bay Sunday. "But I
might have jumped out of the
press box if all of a sudden
they said there was something wrong."
Montana suffered a bruised
right wrist in the third quarter when his hand connected
with the helmet of Tampa
Bay linebacker Broderick
Thomas. The injury came on
yet another perfectly thrown
J>ass that Willie Davis
· dropped in the end wne.
Nonplussed, Montana
tlirew a 12-yard touchdown
pass to Marcus Allen on the
next play before leaving the
game with the Chiefs leading
24-3.
"I knew it wasn't that bad
because I threw the next
pass," Montana said. "I
could've kept tlu-ow~g ~d I
probably could have gone
back in. I just told them it
was a little sore and it w.as
starting to swell a little, and
they wanted to grab some Xrays."
It was a day that Montana
threw precisely - everything
and more that Peterson and
Hackett could have hoped for,
even though the Bucs showed
they have a long way to go
before becoming competitive.
Montana completed his
first nine passes and finished
14-of-21 for 246 yards and
three touchdowns.
The Chiefs had limited ·
Montana's throwing during
training camp - he only
threw in the afternoon - and
when he was hurt with the
game clearly won, there was
no way that he would play
again.
"No way we're going to put
him back in there," Peterson
said.
"I told Marty we ought to
have an automatic rule that
Joe doesn't play if we're up by
21 points in the second half."
The Chiefs might be the
richest team in the NFL at
quarterback with Dave Krieg,
the longtime Seattle veteran
who played every down for
Kansas City last year, as
Montana's replacement.
Krieg completed 4-of-5 passes
for 34 yards.

OWEN AUTOMOTIVE & TIRE
(Formerly Clodfelder's Goodyear)
417 Madison
•
GOODFiEAR Charleston, IL
'
345-2130

r------F-couPON--1-------.
: LUBE, OIL FILTER CHANGE :
I

UP TO 4 QTS./PENNZOIL

!$1295
I

MO~~w~~s
exp. 9118193

I

$1295 !
I

HOURS: .MO'J-SAT. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
L--------------------~
OWNER: Michael \Y/. Owen

We Employ ASE Certified Technicians!

Ill

Checks
Accepted

G

8.J:~·i14:i1.J:

NOW OPEN FOR
HOT OVEN-BAKED GRINDERS
Italian- h.am,salami, pepperoni, mozzarella. lettuce. tomato and Italian c1resq.
Meatball- meatballs and sauce.
Ham & Cheese- ham, mozzare11a. 1ettuce, ttalian dressing.
Italian Beef- Italian roast beef, at.Vus and pepperonc1nt
Poor Boy- hllm, sa1am1, mozzare11a. lettuce, French dressing.
Sicilian- ham, salami. pepperoni. special Muce and mozzarella
Free Bag of Chips and Free Delivery
All Sandwiches $ 322

WORK SMARTER.
NGfHARDER.
M

anagement or
markenng major?
Smart.
Finance or accounting
student? Also smart.
To be even smarter, you
need a BA ll PLUS'" now,
before assignments pile up.
It's designed especially for
business professionals. The
kind you're going to be.
Naturally, the BA II PLUS
has basic business functions
like time,value-of,money.
Plus, it delivers much more.
Cash flow analysis for in,
ternal rate of return (IRR).
Net present value (NPV).
Bond calculations. Ocprcci,
ation. Advanced statistics.
Also have a look at the
BA,35. It's our most afford,
able model for time,value,
of,money, and even handles
one,\·ariable statistics.

Try the BA II PLUS and
BA,35 at your local TI
retailer. And start working
smarter. Instead of harder.

'f>TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

.,.r~l .itlt~~hntn1mcn1.. !111l1'1'" t'-'\f

~1 ..l ~ao.ln..,nm•-tlhl~·"l•IC".tf1J

Ult.\\! ..... \

Join the 1994 Warbler TOD~

espite defeat, Wannstedt
onfident with new scheme
LAKE FOREST, Ill. (AP) e thing Dave Wannstedt
ed in his head coaching
but with the Chicago
ars is to streamline the
tern of calling defensive
als.
In his first Monday news
erence after a harrowing
20 loss to the New York
· nts, Wannstedt said the
ts substituted so much
offense that it made it
for the Bears to get the
t people in on defense.
'We have to get the calls
quicker," said Wannstedt,
last year made the calls
elf as defensive coordior for the Dallas
boys.
~ year ago I'd see it (the
tion), make the call and
'd get it done," said
nstedt Under the pret system, Bob Slowik
s the call from upstairs
e sidelines and the sigare sent to safety Mark
·er who makes the calls
e field.
nfusion reigned on the
interference play that
up the 1-yard winning
chdown pass from Phil
to Jarrod Bunch with
to play to wipe out a 20-

~uries

19 Bears lead.
Cornerback
Anthony
Blaylock was called for pass
interference against Mark
Jackson. Blaylock was playing a zone defense and was
expecting help, which be
didn't get since the other
backs were playing man-toman.
Carrier said he calls the
plays in the defensive huddle.
"What happened yesterday
happened, but it won't happen again," said Carrier. "We
talked about it and talked
about making things easier."
On Monday, Carrier
seemed to shoulder the
blame that fell on Blaylock
on Sunday.
"I feel worse than anyone
when I make a mental mistake," said Carrier. "A lot of
people count on me. The system is new, but I'm not a
rookie." Wannstedt said, "I
trust Mark Carrier as my
defensive quarterback, and
I'm happy with Mark
Carrier."
Wannstedt said there
would be no changes in his
defensive unit for Sunday's
game at Minnesota, but
there would be changes on

offense.
The big one involves tailback Neal Anderson who will
start against the Vikings.
Anderson did not play a
down in the preseason
because of a hamstring
injury. He got into Sunday's
game in a couple of plays
and lined up as a wide
receiver while Darren Lewis
started at tailback.
Wannstedt said Anderson
was ready to run from the
tailback position, but be
added: "I felt Darren
deserved the opportunity to
start and to play. I am not
down on Darren, but we
need production from that
position."
Anderson said he looked
forward to the opportunity.
Asked if he was looking
'forward to playing alongside
Craig Heyward for the first
time, Anderson said, "I'd
play alongside you just to get
in there and do some things."
One thing Wannstedt
would like to see is a 100yard game from Anderson.
He hasn't had one since the
1990 playoff game against
New Orleans which was the
13th of his career.

TUESDAY

SPECIAL!
3-PIECE
DINNER

can't slow Bills' star

RCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP) - Amid the week." Never known for his speed, Thomas
ts and heroics of quarterbacks on the doesn't run around defenders.
'a opening Sunday stood - more accuWhile he'll make would-be tacklers miss,
ran - Buffalo's Thurman Thomas, the especially near the line of scrimmage, more
100-yard rusher.
often than not he ends up taking several
only that, the NFL's highest-paid run- hard shots after squirting through holes.
back actually sat out a number of plays
"I've been running inside the tackles ever
absorbing a "stinger" to the back of his since I've been in college," the former
that left him woozy.
Oklahoma State star said. "In the Big Eight,
probably would have ended up without it's like straight up the gut 30-35 times a
·es if not for that," said Thomas, who game.
with 114 yards on 24 rushes.
"So I'm used to this and used to knowing
omas has no complaints about his what I'm going to feel like the next day. This
workload. After signing a four-year, is just like old times." Coach Marv Levy said
million contract during training camp, he doesn't see a need to give Thomas more
ws nobody would listen anyway.
rest. In fact, he takes the opposite approach.
"A great running back is going to have to
· if I cut back, Mr. Wilson might say
· g," Thomas said Monday, referring run about 20 times a game," Levy said.
owner Ralph C. Wilson, Jr.
Thomas said the 100-yard game was par, the sight of Thomas sitting on the ticularly satisfying because the Bills were
"nes wearing an ice pack during without two of their starting offensive lineay's 38-14 victory over the New men from last year.
nd Patriots was one Bills fans have
Left tackle Will Wolford, signed as a free
n.
agent by Indianapolis, was replaced by sect year, he suffered a hip injury in ond-year pro John Fina, and center Kent
's comeback victory over Houston in Hull, out with a knee injury, was replaced by
yoffs. Earlier in the season, he fought veteran John Davis, who made his first NFL
a series of ankle sprains.
start.
of the injuries was serious enough in
"It's always good to get out of the blocks
to prevent Thomas from becoming the with a good game, especially with having
player to lead the NFL in combined Kent out and missing Will," Thomas said.
ng and receiving yardage for four
"It gives me a lot of confidence that these
guys can do the job.
tseasons.
To gain 100 yards with two new people in
re just a part of the game," he said.
going to get your nicks, bumps and there that you haven't been used to working
now and then. Mine just came every with, I think that's a great accomplishment."

LARGE PIZZA

$225
3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken,
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw
and 2 fresh hot biscuits

2-PIECE $190

LUNCH

2-pc. chicken, mashed
potatoes & gravy,
slaw & 1 biscuit

Try our delicious
• Bar-B-Que Ribs
• Livers & Gizzards
• Fish Sandwiches
• Fish Dinner

JOIN US 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR

BREAKFAST

Complete Menu 5-11 a.m.

Ask about our
CATERING • 345-6424
Gift Certificates

Barbeque Pork Ribs

•

PANTHER PIZZA HOTLINE

348-1626

1305 Lincoln

Avenue

Charleston,

Illinois

HONO KONO HOUSE ~ ~~
WE DELIVER DAILY!

ONE FREE TOPPING
QB ONE FREE 32 OZ. PEPSI

Served Daily!

(IUES.-SUN.)

Thurs. - Fri. Lunch Buffet s4oo
Daily Specials for s425 and s4so
wh ich include free egg roll.
1505 18t St. Charleston 348-5941

Tue.-Thurs. I la.m.-9 p.m. Fri. &Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.; Sun. 12-9 p.m. Closed Mon.

High Quality, Low Price

8

TUES

{)JAiiIFIED .lDTEBTlilN

DAY
SEPT. 7, 1993

Tlmllull'E.umm Xn11

I IERTICDI OFmmD II....__H_n_P_lf_.H_TE_n___.J ._I__
Fo_n~l_U£
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APPLIANCES-Rent to own. No
credit needed GROSE APPLIANCE,
5th & Mad ison,
Charleston. 348-0966.
_ _ _ _ __ __ _ 9124

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect in.sertion. Report
errors immediately nt 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All clas~ified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern

SPRING BREAK '94. SELL
TRIPS-EARN CASH & GO
FREE. STUDENT TRAVEL
SERVICES IS NOW HIRING
CAMPUS REPS. CALL 800648-4849.

AVAILABLE : COMPETITIVE
WAGES FOR PT AND FT
DEVELOPMENTAL TRAINERS
AND ACTIVITYAIDES. APPLY
IN PERSON AT 738 18TH ST ,
CHAS., IL EOE
_ _ _ _ _ _9/14
1o page paper to be typed APA
style. Due date 9/20. Dennis
342-6383.

_________9n

9/17

News is subject. to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
Thi! Daily Eastern News

E=
x=T=
E=R10
R--=p-A~IN~T=ERS

Experienced student painters
needed to paint Charleston area
homes. Full or Part lime.
AMERICA' S
COLLEGE
PAINTERS, 1 (800) 626-6267,
painting America's homes coast
to coast.
9/14
R_Y_ Q_U__
E__
E......,N,......,..,Is=--=T,,.,.A7KING
D
_A
_ l__

assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary tD omit an advertisement.

DmEcroRI

APPLICATIONS FOR WEEKDAY LUNCH HOURS. APPLY
AT 20 STATE STREET.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _918

ilERUCDI OFFERED
TR.tTEL

9n

STA
_J_E__
O__
F_T
~
H
_E_
A=R=T-v--E~H-:
ICLE
ALARM SYSTEMS, installed in
your vehicle CHEAP! Call Chns
at Alert Enterprises, 1-800-802·
8212, for more details.

WANTED: UPPERCLASSMAN
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
MCARTHUR
MANOR
APARTMENT. PHONE, 345-2231 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEED·
ED FOR FALUSPRING. OWN
ROOM, $215/MONTH . CALL
348-5930.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9110

_________9n
CHRISTMAS

BKI

DORM-SIZE REFRIGERATORS
FOR
RENT.
CARLYLE
RENTALS, 820 LINCOLN ST.
348-7746. 9-5.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110

B

Great Fridges Left

l f.UTBD

Only$29/year

~PTIO'

RmEMIRIDEIUI

9n

MEN'S 10 SPEED BIKE $45;
NEW ENTERTAINMENT CEN·
TEA PAID $150, $75; GENSUS
SPEAKER PAIR $50; ADVENT
SOUND PROCESSOR $675
NEW, $130; CB RADIO $25;
PIONEER AMP. $35, MORE .
345-7828.
9/10
- 7_8__,
0_L__D....s=--=D-e~lt_a_8~8~.-=Good
-, 9
dependable transportation $800
or
BEST
OFFER.
Call
NOW-348-8516.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _9
. /10
SMITH
CORONA WORD
PROCESSOR. EXCELLENT
CONDITION . ONLY $200.00!
CALL 581 ·2303.

Tnun~G/ik'llOOIA

HELP w .UTBD

RoolUI lTEll

ilmLEUORe

FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS!

R

E

A

K

S

JlllUlRY2·11, 1"4 • 5,lor 7NIGHTS

Raise as Much as You
Want In One Weeki
$100..•$600• •.$1500!
Market applications for the
hottest credit card ever-NEW
GM MASTERCARD. Users
earn BIG DISCOUNTS on GM
CARS! Qualify for FREE T-

Fon RE'"I'
Fon8ALE
IAWr•For'o

SHIRT & '94 GMC JIMMY.

t Impetuous

s Cleaned, In a
way

Classified Ad Form

to Season

Name: __________________
Address: ______________
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

~

0 Yes 0 No

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

14 Hodgepodge
ti Calculated the
speed
ta Bright thought
n Special sales
spot
20 Opposite NNW
21 Kind of club
220hioc1ty
23 Cali's opposite
2A Furry masked
bandit?
27 Reparation
3t Avoid
32 Marganne

GO AHEAD MAKE SOMEONES
DAY! SEND SOMEONE A BAL·
LOON
BOUQUET
FROM
TOKENS : BIRTHDAYS
&
SWEETHEARTS OUR SPE·
CIALITY. 345-4600.
ca8/26,31; 9/2,7,9,14

TRANSPORTATION THA
INEXPENSIVE , FUN , A
EASY TO STORE. MOTORI
SCOOTERS AND SKA
BOARDS. FOR MORE IN
MATION ON CAMPUS C
MUTING MADE EASY C
MARK 1-800-492-5842.
HOMECOMING
PACK
AVAILABLE
NOW!
Recognized
Stud
Organizations who plan to
tic1pate in Homecoming
pick up packet in Room
University Union betwe
a.m. • 4:30 p.m. Homec
1993: "Once Upon a Time
October 16-23.

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Wiii hold a Bible study at 6
Room 203 Coleman Hall.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB WILL hold its first meeting 6:30 p.m. Sept.
Room 300 Blair Hall.
SOCIETY FOR COLLEGIATE Joumahsts Wiii hOld a meeting t
7:30 p.m. 1n the DEN mac Lab. We will be vobng for a new
and we will dlSCUSS upcoming events.
BLACK STUDENT UNION is having a "Bring a Friend Night"
6 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther
Urnvers1ty Union.
DELTA SIGMA Pl Eastern's Professional Business Fraternity
having its fall rush Sept 14-16. Time and locations to be an
later. Watch for the tables in Lumpkin Hall starting SepL 9.
PARTY EVALUATION TEAM will hold a meeting at tonight at 7
the Kansas Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University U
sorority and fraternity presidents, social and risk management
must attend
EIU KARATE CLUB will have a work out at 3:30-5 p.m. Sept. 8
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Gallery. New mem
always welcome. For more Information call Kim 591-8129.
E.A.R.T.H. WILL HOLD a meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. Room 313
Hall. Come and see what we're all about. Everyone is always
NSSLHA PICNIC WILL be tonight from 6-8 p.m. at Morton par1c.
to all speech-language pathology ma1ors.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY MAJORS is having an orientabon
at 5 p.m. Sept. 8 1n Room 201 Life Science Building. This 1s an
tent meeting for students who will be applying for their year of
training, necossary to complete the B.S. in Medical Technology.
Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY
NON-PROm event, I.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips shouk! be
to The Dalfy Eastern N8WS offco by NOON one business dlfl/
date of the event Example: any event scheduled tor Thursday
submitted as a campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the
tor Friday. S8turday 0t Sunday event.) Cllpa submitted after
NOT be published. No cl ps wtn be taken by phone. Arry Clip that Is
or contains oonfliet1ng information wtn not be published.

Call 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65.

ACROSS

LOST: Sunglasses. Lightweight.
dark greenish lrame In multlcolor soft labri c case. Pleaso
call Carol 5942.
9/8
LOST: C
- 1-as_s_r_in_g_w_/S_o_u-ro-u- on It
and Elgin High Basketball #34.
For reward coll 581·2838.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _9/8

-~-------·9n

2 AKC Choe. Lab puppies.
Male, shots, dewormed, pedi·
gree. Exe. Bloodlines. $125.
345-4808.

___

Roommate Wanted: low rent.
good location, own bedroom.
Call John Sala, 345·6117 or
C21,
_ _345·4489.
_ __ _ _ _ _9/8
ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT:
Students Needed! Earn up to
$2,500+/mo. in canneries or on
fishing vessels. Many employers
provide Room & Board &
Transportation. No experience
necessary. For more Information
call: (206) 545-4155 ext. A5738

MICROWAVE FOR SALE . 1
YEAR OLD. $50 . CONTACT
DAVE, 3784.

33 Facilitates
31 Sell
3& Laughton film:

st Bankers'

confirmations
NWordsof
comprehension
1932
a.. Worship
42 Printers'
u Steady look
measures
MBallpoints
43 Hall
Un1ver:sity, in N.J. n Circles of light
'4 Wings for angeli •Developed
4S A converti plane,
for short
DOWN
41 Race-track
1 H ijacks
figures
2Wellawayt
41 Darwin disciple
3 Father
George-4 Duroc, e.g.
UUtilize
s Posts for harbor
13 Be appropriate
houses
for
I Grape product
14Knocks
7 Small live coal
HOnager
• Kind of soup
I Six-pt. scores

to-- Stylites,
Syrian saint
It Gland Comb.

form

Under Classification of.- - - - - - - - - - - - ExplratiOn code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

t2 Former Russian
hero
ta Bye-bye, in Soho
ta Chills and fever
11Alib1
23 Hop's big sister
21 Agreement
29 Kitchen bigwig
17 Lasso
nDash
a Former
Ottoman
officials
aoPay, asabill
MFuss

Person accepting ed _ _ _ _ _ _Composrtor _ _ _ __

no. words/days
Payment:

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

O Cash

0 Check

0 Cre<frt

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be pald ln advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or In bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

31 Gardner of
whodunits
•Equipment
37 P indar products
•Landed
property
40 An inert gas
41 Evaluate
41Hitshard
47 Pound parts
41 Aus , Ukr., etc.,

•

Brooklyn star of
yore
so Frequently
st Thread holder
u Radar-screen
image
HA hairdo

once

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA·26

WGN-16 9C

Wlll-12

UFE-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

News

News

News

SpoftsCenl•

Uncle&Jdl

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsoll'ed

Roseanne

Galapagos

Inside EGbon

Entmt. Tonght

Mamed •••

8asebal

Patacise 8elcll
Baseball: Cl.cs

MyslBfies

Cheers

Saved
IJ¥1heBeL

Rescue911

FulHoose

U.S TllMIS

at Pl1iles

eru.onMe

LA. Law

Roe
Daddy Dearest

Teira X
Treasurer HunlelS

Uttte House

John l.arroquette
SecondHall

MoY\e Through
Ille Eyes ol

Roseame
Rosanne

High School
Stories

M<Me·
caroine?

America's
Mos!Wan!ed

lnven:ion
Not Step

8onal\za

OaleineNBC

a Klier

Reader's Digest

Siar Trek: The
Next Genera!kln

aLMng

Bol>Spoo

TenaX
Treasurer Hunters

Third Man

Open

Baseball

IMOY8llon
News

Basebal

News
Tonight

News
M'A S'H
0

News
Ul'/8 ConnedJon

Quantum leap
Sln!et~

BeingSeMd?
Movie.

Unsolved
MysteneS

CheYyChase

WEIU-9 51
Readir9 RarCow
Clil>ComeCI

!fjing

'°'

News

Movie:

Calvin and Hobbes
TION RECOGNIZED
T ORGANIZATIONS!
ng participation packnow available in Room
rsity Union between
1.m. - 4:30 p.m.
ng 1993: •once Upon
la October 16-23.
~-=-:-==-=-ca9/1,2,7
CHEERLEADING
S BEGINS MONDAY,
MBER 6 AT MCAFEE
GYM, 4:30 P.M. FOR
INFO. CONTACT 581-

~-=--~---c---·9/7

Club tryouts coming
Will at 2392 or Kelly at

details.

9/8

"'1--,H..,..A,...,P,..,,P,.,..Y.,....---:=B-,IR=-=T=H..,,,DAY
S. GREAT JOB WITH
CHll NO INFLATABLE
THIS YEAR! HAVE FUN,
111 AST ROOMIE,

R.
9/7
=-=ze=r.:':'A"'"'.A:-:C:-::T::':'IV':-:E:":S"'"'.:-=Fo_r.mal
ng tonight at 8:00. See
there I
917
:-:8""1E~W""'A':'-:Lc-:D:-·c-:T::-o-t..,...h-e..,...b·est
art at EIU. We hope you
great summer. Good luck
eemester and stop by the
anytime. Love your AST

s

DELTA SIGMA Pl: EASTERN'$
PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS
FRATERNITY, WILL HOLD
THEIR FALL RUSH EVENTS
ON
SEPTEMBER
14-16.
INFORMATION ABOUT THESE
EVENTS CAN BE OBTAINED
FROM OUR RUSH TABLES IN
LUMPKIN HALL BEGINNING
SEPTEMBER 9 OR BY CALLING BOB AT 345-1587.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
Amie Wintjen, Congratulations
on getting lavaliered to Dan
Shanahan of Sigma Pi. Nice job
goosche. Alpha-Phi love, Jiii.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _917
MISSY GLOMB of ALPHA
SIGMA TAU: Congratulations on
getting ENGAGED to TOM. Tau
Love, Your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _917
WANT TO CHANGE THE
WORLD? You can start by joining the SOCIOLOGY CLUB!
First meeting is Wednesday,
Sept. 8 at 6:30 p.m. In Blair
Hall, Room 300.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./8

Ct>.l'JtN, "(O\llD ~O\J
S'EI nlE T/\B\.E.
FOR Mt. PLE~'SE?

by Bill Watterson

MM... I Oc~r
ntlfllK so. UI\
NOT Et-l'™ll51~C:.T\<.
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THE GENTLEMEN OF KAPPA
DELTA RHO WANT TO THANK
ALL THE LADIES WHO
HELPED MAKE OUR FALL
RUSH VERY SUCCESSFUL
AND WE LOOK FORWARD TO
HAVING ANOTHER GREAT
SEMESTER.

H~ P.. 6£N\\JS,

BUT I.'~ A
!.\\ SlJNOERSTOOO

~TH\~KS

I'M t...

G'E~l\JS.

GE.\.l\ \)$ .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ _ Zip: _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ New: _ _ _ _ Renew: _ __

_ _ _Full

$32

$32

Year
$60

_ _ _ _ _ Cash _ _ _Check

Doonesbury

BY GARAY TRUDEAU
Pm. THlfT~

Student Publications
l27 Buzzard Building
Eastern Illinois University

Charleston, Il.. 61920

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
OR SALE" CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•1 0 words ONE DAY is $1.00
for $1 Is avallable to any non-commercial individual who wishes to
lams or items (max. of 3 items). All Items must be priced .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _Person accepting ad _ __
_ _ _ _Compositor_ __
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Sampras,
Chang
to renew
rivalry
NEW YORK (AP) - Pete
Sampras and Michael Chang
set up a U.S. Open quarterfinal rematch today of a rivalry
that dates back to childhood.
Sampras, the Wimbledon
champion and No. 2 in the
men's field, beat Thomas
Enqvist 6-4, 6-4, 7-6 (7-4),
after Chang, seeded No. 7,
defeated Wayne Ferreira 6-4,
6-3, 6-4.
Both Sampras and Chang
grew up in California and
Chang recalled a three-set
match against Sampras when
they were about 7 years old.
Their next meeting will be
a shot at the Open semifinals.

The Dall7 Elurtern Ne

LITTLE CAESAR'S
3 West Lincoln, Charleston
345-4743
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PACKAGE

I
I
Round or Square
I
1 Topping
I
1/2 order Crazy Bread
I
L1m1ted Time
_.J

----

I

$798

I
I
I
I
I

•2
PIZZAS2
CRAZY 2 SOFT I
I I
BREAD
DRINKS I

2 Large Pizzas I

$888

PARTY!

I
I
I
Two G reat P izzas
I
O ne Low Price
I
Always! A lways!
L--

I
I
I
I

4 Large Pizzas with Cheese
and 1 Topping

$1 999
-

YOUR CHOICE:
4 Pizzas! Any Combination
Pan or Round

Labor Day at Flushing
Meadow saw big crowds including Hollywood couple
Tom Cruise and Nicole
Kidman - watching most of
the favorites win quickly.
Arantxa Sanchez-Vicario,
the No. 2 seeded women's
player, defeated 14th-seeded
Nathalie Tauziat of France 64, 6-3. Sanchez Vicario will
play in the quarterfinals
against Natalia Zvereva, who
ended the run of lucky loser
Maria J ose Gaidano 6-0, 6-2.
Alexander Volkov, the 14thseeded m en's player, beat
Chuck Adams 6-2, 7-6 (7-2), 61.
Sampras overpowered
Enqvist, serving 19 aces and
converted almost 90 percent
ofhis first serves into points.
Enqvist, who upset Andre
Agassi in the first round,
managed only four break
points and converted only
one, when Sampras was serving for the match - too little,
too late.
Chang shook off an early
chaHenge and rolled past
Ferreira. A year ago, Chang
beat Ferreira in a five-set
quarterfinal match.
Ferreira, who beat ninthseeded Petr Korda in the first
round, had a break point for a.
5-4 lead in the first set, when
a backhand volley skipped off
the net cord and zoomed past
a charging Chang.
But the 1989 French Open
champion saved that point,
held serve for 5-4, then broke
Ferreira for the first set and
breezed from there.
"I was very fortunate in the
first couple of sets because
Wayne had quite a few break
points and wasn't able to convert any of them," Chang said.
"I think the third set, he was
getting a little tired mentally."
Ferreira, from Sou th
Afr ica, failed to convert his
first nine break points, finally
turning one in the eighth
game of the third set on a
crosscourt forehand winner.
He thrust his hands into the
air in t r iumph, then held
serve before Chang closed the
match with an unplayable
drop shot.
"I didn't take advantage of
anything," Ferreira said. "So
it made it a lot more difficult
against a guy like Michael,
wh ere you have to fight so
hard on your serve that it is
necessary, when you get a
chance, to take the opportunity."

•
..

(Offer expires only when you do.)

Get an AT&T Universal MasterCard and you'll be eternally grateful
Because it's more than just a credit card that's free of annual fees forever.
Ifs also an AT&T calling card that currently gives you a 10% discount
on already competitive AT&T Calling Card rates. Ifs all part of The I Plan:'

•

To apply, come by our booth on campu5 or call

1 800 438-8627.

